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Dr. Matthias Schmidt
six strategic themes

- ‘pace and scale’
- ‘leading practice and guidance’
- ‘bridge to investors’
- ‘progress through dialogue’
- ‘engage with global policy’
- ‘viable organization’
Over 1,000 organisations do <IR>

Over 50% of CEOs, CFOs and COOs are moving towards <IR>
And over 35% say they will

750 participating in <IR> Networks worldwide

182 Businesses in Japan do <IR>
Of SA Non-Executive Directors believe integrated thinking increases the quality of organisations’ dialogue with shareholders other stakeholders.

92% of participants see increased understanding of value creation.

87% of <IR> participants believe investors better understood their strategy.

80% of investors believe quality of reporting affects professional perception of management quality.
More integration, please

87% clear links between a company’s strategic goals, risks, KPIs and financial statements

86% how the company creates value

75% dependencies on key relationships and resources

73% how the business is positioned in its wider value chain

63% the company’s dependency and impact on the future supply of resources